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Hi Everyone! My name is Dr. Lora Capobianco and today i'm going to be talking to you about my teams experience of being awarded an NIHR RfPB 



Overview

Stage 1 & RDS 
involvement

Stage 2

Lessons Learnt
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So just a quick overview of what i'll go over, each stage and the RDS involvement and the lessons learnt



Prepare Grant
• Draft, Review, Draft, 

Review, Draft
• PPI

Submit Stage 1 Notification of Stage 
2 Submission

Edit Draft 
• Further PPI
• Respond to reviewers
• CRN Approval 

Submit Stage 2
• Co-app Sign Off Outcome 

Notification
Reviewers 
Comments

3 months 3 months 1 month

3 months 2 weeks
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Like every grant ours went through varying stages, and this is a brief overview of what our road map looked and all the timing, and we'll explore each of these phases in a bit more detail, but overall the process took about 12 months, so bear that in mind that when you submit your project wont actually start for 12-18 months later as after your outcome notification you also have contracting to go through. You’ll also notice the the turn around time in between revision to submission of each phase gets shorter so its very important that your project design is the best it can be you wont have too much room for any major changes later.But lets start by looking at the first stage, which was approximately 3 months to prepareOurs went through a process of draft, peer review, re-draft peer review, re-draft But lets break down these phases a bit furtherNEXT SLIDE



Timeline to 
Stage 1

Grant Draft

RDS Peer Review

Revise Grant

UoM Internal Review

Revise Grant & Submit
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We first created a first draft which in in itself probably had a few drafts of writing and re-writing justification, modifying the study design In this first draft we had involved the RDS, our study statistician is an RDS advisor so I met with him a few times and spoke regularly via email ensuring we had the right study design for the project and that the sample size and analysis was appropriate, and he provided us with the appropriate text for the statistics section for the applicationIt was through our RDS advisor that we were told that the RDS will peer review the grant application which is one aspect that i would recommend as I think this was invaluable and i'll come back to this in more detail shortlyWe then took the feedback from the RDS review, and made further revisions before submitting it for internal University peer review and then making final revisions and pressing submit!NEXT SLIDE



Road to the First Full Draft

Study Design

Ensure you’ve explained the next steps 
after the RfPBWhat will your next 
study be? How will the RfPB help you 
get there?

Include measures you want to test for a 
future trial (ex. Primary and secondary 
outcomes)

Co-Applicants

Ensure you have all the proper expertise 
and meet regularly if possible or ensure 
routine contact with co-apps (don’t 
leave all your questions to the last 
minute!)

Patient and Public Involvement

How will patients help? How can you 
help them? How often will you meet?

Ensure to include patients at governance 
levels

Finance

Can often feel like you dont know what 
you're doing

think through each stage of the project 

For example with recruitment, how 
many visits to patients would you 
anticipate they'll make? How far are 
they driving? Are they using public 
transport?
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These are what I’d consider the 4 of the key aspect of pulling together a grant applicationStudy Design �Make sure your design is appropriate for the question you’re trying to answer! Make sure you’re not mixing up designs like feasibility and pilot studies!�Ensure that your outcome measure not only map on to your aims but also will help with setting you for testing a future trial, �Ensure you’ve explained in your application what the next steps are after your RfPB- If your first study is testing feasibility, and you find out that an intervention is feasible, then you need to be clear as to what is next after this? what does knowing an intervention is feasible lead to? Is that another trial like a full-scale RCT? If so state that! Co- Applicants�Make sure you have all the right expertise and that may sound trivial but its key, if NIHR don’t feel that the team has the proper expertise they wont be confident you can deliver the project. If your study has a psychological intervention, do you have clinical psychologists involve? Are these from the services itself and have relevant experience in the area? ��if you’re an ECR make sure you have the team around you that can not only help deliver the project but can also help mentor you along the way! ��Ensure you’re in regular contact with the co-apps! With some of my co-apps we met weekly to discuss the design and others we were routinely in contact via email.�Patient and Public Involvement�We did lots of PPI work at stage 1 and a bit more at stage 2 and will continue it throughout our project. We held focus groups during stage 1 where we got feedback on suitability of the format of delivery (i.e. group format), and the age range. We asked questions like Do parents, patients, clinicians believe this project is needed and will it help the service and patients. And we used this in the application to justify the decisions we made about the study design.��Ensure that you explicitly state how PPI were involved in the development of the application and how will they be involved in the project. What are they doing for you? Are they reviewing your PIS? Are they feeding back? How often will you meet? Have you costed for them properly? Not sure how the INVOLVE website has a fantastic tool that I highly recommend! ��I would also recommend ensuring you have a PPI member as a co-applicant and ensuring you have PPI representation at the governance level such as on your trial executive team committees. We’ve always included this on our applications and I feel like involving them in governance level meetings is very valuable. In one of our other projects I remember a meeting when our PPI member and PPI lead  were asking questions about the results which was really helpful in helping us to ensure that we were presenting the results in a way that the patients and the public wanted and understood�Finance�I’ve often felt this is sometimes like picking numbers out of thin air when I first started If your department has examples of previous projects and budgets you can look at that’s really helpful and something I found most helpful. Ask your co-apps what they want and need not only for staffing purposes but also for aspects for example like qualitative research have you costed for transcription and recording devices. ��Its also important that you can justify these costs. I estimate the number of trips my RAs would need to make and how far they’d be travelling. We have a standard rate per mile at our trust that we can use to estimate things like mileage so I used that to help estimate aspects like covering RA travel costs



RDS Involvement

• Involve the RDS as soon as possible 
• 1-1 with our statistician (RDS Advisor) advise on methodology early on in the 

grant development phase 
• Peer review application
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We involved them early on in the project and they peer reviewed our application as well as provided input in methodology and grant development Now I cant advocate enough about using the RDS, especially the peer reviewNEXT SLIDE



RDS Peer 
Review

• Additional comments from observer

3 reviewers (Lead, secondary, PPI)

Most helpful review we received 

• Health economics 
• Progression criteria

Helped spot inconsistencies 
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This was one of the most helpful reviews we received and was very detailed!We had 3 reviewers and additional commentsHelped us spot inconsistencies in our application as well as provided excellent questions around project design 



Road to the First Full Draft: Finance

Do not leave this to 
the end

1
Ask co-apps for 
appropriate FTE 

2
Think about how 
your costings fit with 
your Gantt chart.
Do you need all your 
RAs from the start?

3
Start with your 
dream list and then 
scale back

4
Ensure you’ve 
included all necessary 
costs 
• Ex. PPI use INVOLVE 

costing tool

5



Stage 1 to Stage 2 & Beyond

• Stage 1 to Stage 2
• Timeline: 4 weeks
• Reviewer’s comments
• CRN SoECAT

• Stage 2 to Award
• Received award letter after 3 months
• Had to respond to additional reviewers comments 
• Ensure you have all appropriate IP agreements in place – if you have space to 

add this to your application add it!



Lessons Learnt

Structure and 
language of your 
application is key, 
don’t be afraid of 
repetition 

1
Ensure your 
objectives are 
measurable

2
Use the additional 
materials to help 
the reviewers 
picture your 
project 

3
Allocate more 
words to your 
research plan than 
the background

4
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Don’t be afraid to repeat yourself! We stated the aims and design multiple times throughout the applicationResearch plan-We spent more time on this than any other section, with your background learn to be succinct and to the point but also again don’t be afraid to repeat things here, we reiterated things such as the benefit to patients in almost every section of the background 



Questions?
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